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Kathleen Montgomery
Associate Professor of Political Science

Recipient of The Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence — 2015

Kathleen Montgomery, associate professor of political science, is the 2015 recipient of the Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence. Nominated by her peers and selected by the University’s Promotion and Tenure Committee, Dr. Montgomery is the 42nd winner of the University’s top teaching award.

In announcing Dr. Montgomery’s recognition, Provost and Dean of the Faculty Jonathan Green quoted a nominator who said her contributions “are not only in her area of expertise, she also effectively contributes to general education by regularly delivering some of the most exciting Gateway Colloquium on our campus.”

As a faculty member, Dr. Montgomery has taught courses in comparative politics with an emphasis on post-communist Europe, advanced democracies, comparative method, and women in politics. She has conducted research with the help of Fulbright, IREX, and IWU Artistic and Scholarly Development grants. She is also a frequent reviewer for the academic journals Women, Politics, and Public Policy; British Journal of Politics; and Comparative Political Studies. Her publication Women's Access to Political Power in Post-Communist Europe (Oxford University Press), co-edited with Richard Matland, is widely cited in academic literature and used in graduate courses in Hungary. She has frequently co-authored research with IWU students, most recently with Eckley Summer Scholar Ryan Winter ’14. Dr. Montgomery’s current research focuses on populist radical right-wing parties in Europe.

A member of the Illinois Wesleyan faculty since 1996, Dr. Montgomery’s service to the University includes chairing the Faculty Development Committee. She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science from Santa Clara University and a doctorate at Emory University. Dr. Montgomery twice has been named the Student Senate Professor of the Year.

Through the years the Teaching Excellence Award has undergone several name changes, but its purpose has always been to recognize and celebrate the vital role that teaching plays at Illinois Wesleyan. The award honors one faculty member who brings spirit, passion and scholarship to the art of teaching. The Kemp Family Foundation began funding the award in the 2009-2010 academic year. Today we honor Associate Professor Kathleen Montgomery.
This program is dedicated to the Class of 2015
and
to students who have earned scholastic and activity honors.

Presiding—Sneha Subramanian ’15, Class President

Prelude .....................................................................................................................................................................................Susan Klotzbach
Organist

Carillon de Westminster ....................................................................................................................................................Louis Vierne
(1870-1937)

Processional (please stand) ..............................................................................................................................................Ms. Klotzbach
Grand Choeur Dialogue ...................................................................................................................................................Eugène Gigout
(1844-1925)

Invocation (remain standing) .................................................................................................................................Hannah Eby ’15
Multifaith Ambassador

Welcome ......................................................................................................................................................................Sneha Subramanian ’15
Class President

Recognition of Student Honors ...........................................................................................................................................Frank Boyd
Associate Provost

Recognition of Academic Honors ........................................................................................................................................April Schultz
President of Phi Kappa Phi and
Professor of History
Mark Criley
President of Phi Beta Kappa and
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Tribute to Retiring Faculty .................................................................................................................................................Jonathan D. Green
Provost and Dean of the Faculty

Presentation of Speaker .......................................................................................................................................................Richard F. Wilson
President

Address ..........................................................................................................................................................................Kathleen Montgomery
Associate Professor of Political Science

"Reflections of an Accidental Political Scientist"

Presentation of The Kemp Foundation Award for Teaching Excellence — 2015 ................................................................. Ren´e Shaffer
Kemp Foundation

Presentation of Previous Honorees for Teaching Excellence ........................................................................................... President Wilson

Announcement of 2016 Kemp Honoree for Teaching Excellence ........................................................................................... Provost Green

Alma Wesleyana (please stand and join in singing led by Rebecca Buechel ’15) .................................................................Ms. Klotzbach
National Hymn
George William Warren

From hearts aflame, our love we pledge to thee,
Where’er we wander, over land or sea;
Through time unending loyal we will be—
True to our Alma Mater, Wesleyan.

When college days are fully past and gone,
While life endures, from twilight dream till dawn,
Grandly thy soul shall with us linger on—
Star-crowned, our Alma Mater, Wesleyan!

– Professor W. E. Schultz
(1887-1964)

Recessional (remain standing) ...........................................................................................................................................Ms. Klotzbach
Toccata in B Minor
Eugene Gigout
PHI KAPPA PHI
1922
National scholastic honorary for students with junior and senior standing
Austin Aldag
Jenna Baker
Sarah Bergman
Jillian Bleck
Hilary Carlet
Kyle Connour
Rachel Ende
Andrea Fortner
John Gardner
Robert Gilbert
Lydia Hartlaub
Tiancong Jiang
Nicole Jovicevic
Tess Kelley
Maxwell Leonard
Meaghan Mormann
Sydney Muchnik
Stephen O’Neill
Margaret Patchett
Christine Peterson
Casey Plach
Sophie Popovich
Emily Powers
Daniel Roadman
Julia Savich
Emily Shankar
Gracie Van Spankeren
Daniel Truesdale
Cathryn Volk
Megan Win
Ruomeng Zhang
◇ Andrew Cox
◇ Truc Anh Dao
◇ Kristina Dehlin
◇ Hannah Dhue
◇ Rachel Doose
◇ Nathaniel Douglas
◇ Hannah Eby
◇ Katelyn Fink
◇ Jessica Flach
◇ Ethan Gelke
◇ Robert Gilbert
◇ Lydia Hartlaub
◇ Nathaniel Hocker
◇ Karen Jaslow
◇ Tess Kelley
◇ Michael Kistner
◇ Erica Kucharski
◇ Steven Lachowski
◇ Maxwell Leonard
◇ Kathleen Lucas
◇ Paige Maurer
◇ Margaret McCarter
◇ Luke McLoughlin
◇ Colleen Melone
◇ Meaghan Mormann
◇ Tung Nguyen
◇ Kyle O’Daniel
◇ Danielle Owerko
◇ Casey Plach
◇ Krystal Randazzo
◇ Julia Savich
◇ Alexander Scherer
◇ Amy Seter
◇ Thomas Simmons
◇ Amelia Smith
◇ Laura Steenberge
◇ Daniel Truesdale
◇ Sen Wang
◇ Patrick Wen
◇ Michael Wet tengel
Invited Students ◇

AWARD RECIPIENTS
BUSINESS
Ryan Beaupre Award for Accounting
Emily Mecartney

GROWMARK Scholarship
Abigail Hagi

CREATIVE WRITING
Arthur William Hinners and Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry Prize presented by The Academy of American Poets
Erica Kucharski

The Illinois Wesleyan University Department of English Prize for Short Fiction
Nunzia Martino

Kay Nelson Memorial Essay Prize
Olivia Anderson
Honorable Mention
Olivia Heffernan
Jasmine Wright

ECONOMICS
The Margaret Chapman Memorial Award in Economics
Tung Nguyen

PHI BETA KAPPA
2000
Undergraduate honors organization fostering and recognizing excellence in the liberal arts and sciences
◇ Carissa Ball
◇ Sarah Bergman
◇ Jessica Beringer
◇ Jillian Bleck
◇ Timothy Broederdorf
◇ Alexandra Burnside
◇ Stephanie Carlson
◇ Kyle Connour

THEATRE ARTS
Sydney Achler
Elizabeth Albers
Brittany Ambler
Nicholas Carlson
Nick Castellanos
Jordan Lipes
Sarah Menke
Jennifer Oswald

AWARD RECIPIENTS
BUSINESS
Ryan Beaupre Award for Accounting
Emily Mecartney

GROWMARK Scholarship
Abigail Hagi

CREATIVE WRITING
Arthur William Hinners and Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry Prize presented by The Academy of American Poets
Erica Kucharski

The Illinois Wesleyan University Department of English Prize for Short Fiction
Nunzia Martino

Kay Nelson Memorial Essay Prize
Olivia Anderson
Honorable Mention
Olivia Heffernan
Jasmine Wright

ECONOMICS
The Margaret Chapman Memorial Award in Economics
Tung Nguyen

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
The George E. Melton Award in Education
Krystal Randazzo

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Outstanding Senior in Environmental Studies
Brittany Brady
Excellence in Advancing Environmental Sustainability
Amy Seter

FRENCH AND ITALIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Outstanding Senior in French and Francophone Studies
Gracie Van Spankeren
Outstanding Student in Italian
Charlotte Silver

GERMAN, RUSSIAN, AND ASIAN LANGUAGES
Outstanding Senior
tba 4/22/15

HISPANIC STUDIES
Luis Leal Scholarship for Excellence in Hispanic Studies
Martha Aguirre
Outstanding Senior in Hispanic Studies
Hannah Eby
Nathaniel Douglas

PERFORMANCE AND EXHIBITION HONORS IN THE FINE ARTS
Music
Sarah Muehlbauer
Lauren Shafer

THEATRE ARTS
Sydney Achler
Elizabeth Albers
Brittany Ambler
Nicholas Carlson
Nick Castellanos
Jordan Lipes
Sarah Menke
Jennifer Oswald

AWARD RECIPIENTS
BUSINESS
Ryan Beaupre Award for Accounting
Emily Mecartney

GROWMARK Scholarship
Abigail Hagi

CREATIVE WRITING
Arthur William Hinners and Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry Prize presented by The Academy of American Poets
Erica Kucharski

The Illinois Wesleyan University Department of English Prize for Short Fiction
Nunzia Martino

Kay Nelson Memorial Essay Prize
Olivia Anderson
Honorable Mention
Olivia Heffernan
Jasmine Wright

ECONOMICS
The Margaret Chapman Memorial Award in Economics
Tung Nguyen

EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
The George E. Melton Award in Education
Krystal Randazzo

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Outstanding Senior in Environmental Studies
Brittany Brady
Excellence in Advancing Environmental Sustainability
Amy Seter

FRENCH AND ITALIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
Outstanding Senior in French and Francophone Studies
Gracie Van Spankeren
Outstanding Student in Italian
Charlotte Silver

GERMAN, RUSSIAN, AND ASIAN LANGUAGES
Outstanding Senior
tba 4/22/15

HISPANIC STUDIES
Luis Leal Scholarship for Excellence in Hispanic Studies
Martha Aguirre
Outstanding Senior in Hispanic Studies
Hannah Eby
Nathaniel Douglas

PERFORMANCE AND EXHIBITION HONORS IN THE FINE ARTS
Music
Sarah Muehlbauer
Lauren Shafer

THEATRE ARTS
Sydney Achler
Elizabeth Albers
Brittany Ambler
Nicholas Carlson
Nick Castellanos
Jordan Lipes
Sarah Menke
Jennifer Oswald

AWARD RECIPIENTS
BUSINESS
Ryan Beaupre Award for Accounting
Emily Mecartney

GROWMARK Scholarship
Abigail Hagi

CREATIVE WRITING
Arthur William Hinners and Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry Prize presented by The Academy of American Poets
Erica Kucharski

The Illinois Wesleyan University Department of English Prize for Short Fiction
Nunzia Martino

Kay Nelson Memorial Essay Prize
Olivia Anderson
Honorable Mention
Olivia Heffernan
Jasmine Wright

ECONOMICS
The Margaret Chapman Memorial Award in Economics
Tung Nguyen
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Pedro E. and Rufina A. Oliveros Memorial Award for International Studies
tba 4/16/15

International Studies Outstanding Senior Award
tba 4/16/15

LINCOLN LAUREATE AWARD
Hannah Eby

MUSIC

David Nott Collegiate Choir Scholarship
Chelci Wilson

Presser Scholarship
tba 4/9/15

NURSING

Frances D. Alikonis Memorial Award
Kyle Serafico

Alumnae Association of the Brokaw Hospital School for Nurses Scholarship
Sarah Belcher

Finfgeld Family Scholarship
Taylor Nimrick

Patricia Giese Memorial Scholarship
Mallorie DeWitt

Delores Helsley-Ascher Scholarship
Karen Matkovich Melissa Schmidt

Mary D. Shanks Scholarship Established by Upsilon Pi Alumni Chapter of Alpha Tau Delta
Megan Murgatroyd

Sara M. Stevenson Memorial Scholarship
Victoria Drake

STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Cultural Leadership
Rachel Wimberly

Intellectual Leadership
Michael Kistner

Student Service to Campus Life
Madelyn Greybar

Student Service to the Community
Blair Wright

Student Service as a University Employee
Timothy Reardanz

BRIATON PEACE FELLOWS

Nicole Jovicic
Kira Miller
Jennifer Prochotsky
Hannah Scatterday

TECHNOS INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
tba 4/16/15

THE AMES LIBRARY SCHOLARLY & ARTISTIC RESEARCH AWARD

Jennifer Altman
Tess Kelley
Meaghan Mormann

UNIVERSITY WRITING PROGRAM

Best Gateway Essay
Faith Borland

Runner-up Honors
Emma Alcock
Meg Stanley

WEIR FELLOWS — ARC
Amanda King
Leobanny Martinez
Annette Rauch
Rachel Shaffer

HONORARIES

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
International sociology honor society
Nicole Bialeschki
Nicole Chlebek
Lauren Dineen-Griffin
Allison Handzel
Rebecca Jozeifak
Mallika Kavadi
Grace McCarten
Emma Peck
Lexia Swope

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
National first year honor society
Louis Acklin
Emmanuel Ahonkhai
Moyoninluowwa Ajayi
Emma Alcock
Jennifer Altman
Austin Amann
Derek Andersen
Ryan Andersen
Carl Anderson
Ethan Anderson
Stephanie AuBuchon
Carissa Ball
Sarah Bergman
Jessica Beringer
Edrienne Besagar
John Blumenreich
Abby Boggs
Jill Bookman
Ahnalieza Brill
Emily Brink
Katherine Brockman
Timothy Broederdorf
Emily Brown
Kelsey Buerger
Lucy Bullock
Stephanie Carlson
Dominique Castle
Katherine Caulfield
Hilary Charlet
Hansheng Chen
Yige Chen
Brooke Chilton
Kyle Chin
Julia Cicchino
Nicole Ciemniak
Charlotte Coats
Sean Cooman
Elaine Coppe
Andrew Cox
Brigid Crawford
Kaileen Cummings
Mark Curtis
Kyle Czeszewski
Brianna Dao
Cassandra Dengler
Kimberly Dillar
Dung Do
Clara Ehrhart
Lisa Elleson
Rachel Ende
Derek England
Savannah Feher
Justin Feng
Katherine Filippo
Ethan Fischer
Jessica Flach
Carly Floyd
Thomas Floyd
Andrea Fortner
Gina Franco
Alexander Fregeau
Madeline Gard
Logan Garthe
Annmarie Gast
Ethan Gelke
Robert Gilbert
Eric Gile
Gregory Goeden
Lydia Hartlaub
Michael Henzel
Alyssa Henzel
Nathaniel Hocker
Morgan Houk
Troy Huber
Nicholas Huskisson
Nana Kwame Ingram
Tara Isenberg
Alpha Mu Alpha
National marketing honorary
Mackenzie Astling
Patricia Avila
Arin Calamari
Jameson Dague
Patrick Domke
Kelsey Emmert
Madelyn Greybar
Taylor Murphy
Ralph Pineda
Son Vu Dang
Cameron Wilmington

Beta Beta Beta
National honorary for biology majors
Brooke Alba
Jennifer Altman
Rachel Aron
Jenna Baker
Piotr Barnas
Blake Beehler
Jillian Bleck
Cecilia Boyd
Kyle Chin
Jennifer Chlebek
Andrew Cox
Madeline Cox
Andrew Cullett
Tommy Dinges
Jessica Edwards
Rachel Ende
Atul Eppurath
Brendan Finnell
Tina Fleres

Logan Garthe
Ethan Gelke
Alexander Guess
Tanya Gupta
Baylee Hoecker
Jacob Hogen
Lesly Ingram
Nana Kwame Ingram
Karen Jaslow
Lizabeth Kaeb
Tess Kelley
Christina Khouri
Jessica Kraut
Craig Kym
Emily Landree
Jennifer Lang
Haley Lower
Emil Maric
Paige Maurer
Clay McGeehan
Meaghan Mormann
Sydney Muchnik
Niccole Nelson
An Nguyen
Jenna Noland
Jessica Omark
Kelsey Ott
Danielle Owerko
Stephanie Patton
Xane Peters
Jennifer Prochotsky
Daniel Roadman
Lydia Rudd
Genyl Rufino
Bethany Salm
Kelli Sloan
Megan Smeets
Evan Smith
Katie Stapleton
Brittany Straznickas
Lorraine Tezak
Nikhilesh Thapa
Aaron Thum
Melissa Umansky
Samantha Wiesinger
Patrick Wen
Adam Wiggins
David Yoon
Rachel Zarchy
Delta Phi Alpha
National German language and literature honor society
Alyssa Aiello
Jeremy Albert
Hristina Brkovic
Steven Czajkowski
Nancy Guzman
Paige Kinnamon
Steven Landeweer
Katelyn Masson
Diana Moody
Helena Rosse
Amelia Smith
Emma Vander Woude
Michaela Wilson

Eta Sigma Phi
National honorary society for students of Latin and Greek
Otilia Felecan
Logan Garthe
John Marren
Timothy McDunn
Colleen Melone
Luke Mueller
Nicole Nelson
David Podrazik
Kinzie Schweigert

Gamma Upsilon
National media honorary society
Joseph Bakke
Regina Blaskie
Paige Buschman
Emily Considine
Eric Gilbert
Michael Kistner
Anastasia Lowenthal
Nunzia Martino
Brian Morefield
Jeff Neukom
Eric Novak
Tia Patsavas
Steven Santucci
Kinzie Schweigert
Amelia Smith
Rebekah Smith
Ayethaw Tun
Jonas Wightman

Kappa Delta Pi
National honorary for junior and senior education majors
John Blumenreich
Alexandra Burnside
Jessica Davis
Nathaniel Douglas
Gregory Goeden
Anna Oliveri
Jonathan Novak
Krystal Randazzo
Theoni Richardson
Lauren Rupert
Stephanie Stahl
Colleen Swanson
Cathryn Volk
Victoria Wilson

Lambda Alpha
National anthropology honor society
Meridith Beirn
Stephanie Huber
Britta Jacob
Lauren Kiesewetter
Kira Miller
Kiri Li Stauh
Karen Thul
Kathryn Tomasynska
Grace Van Spankeren
Madisen Vukich
Catherine Wu

Iota Iota Iota
Women’s Studies honorary society
Stephanie AuBuchon
Jennifer Darrow
Alexa Eldridge
Amanda Macuiba
Grace Van Spankeren
Rebecca Yarnot

Kappa Pi
International honorary art fraternity
Kelly Arends
Miranda Baldwin
Tess Johnson
Anna Kerr-Carpenter
Ross Knezovich
Emily Knowles
Justice Macklin
Kelly Mangan
Eric Novak
Anissa Ortiz
Nancy Qu
Devon Redlin
Lucero Sanchez
Rachael Schamberger
Kyla Thomas

Mortar Board
National honor society recognizing college seniors for their exemplary scholarship, leadership and service
Sarah Bergman
Nicole Bialeschki
Hilary Charlet
Andrew Cullott
Amelia Linman
Paige Maurer
Luke McLoughlin
Meaghan Mormann
Emily Powers
Joseph Ruskey
Emily Shankar
Colleen Swanson
Ashley Tegge
Natalie Witter

First Year Leadership Award
Recognizing first year students for exemplary leadership and a distinguished commitment to scholarship and service
Rebekah Ehresman
Amanda Lack
Gail Mar
Larisa McCoy
Brock Taylor

Phi Alpha Theta
National history honor society
Austin Aldag
Lindsey Alpert
Robert Gilbert

Omicron Delta Epsilon
National scholastic honorary for students of economics
Laura Brady
Thomas Floyd
Yizhe Gao
Tyler Hatcher
Michael Hennel
Landon Hoffman
Ene Ikpebe
Brigitta Jakob
Maxwell Leonard
Licen Liu
Matthew Mardis
Stephanie McAtee
Megan Nelson
Chi Nguyen
Tung Nguyen
Karen Silverman
Tyler Stacey
Daniel Truesdale
Bram Warshawsky
Cody Williamson
Natalie Witter
Junru Zhao

National Residence Hall Honorary
National scholastic, leadership and service honorary for residence hall students
Jennifer Burns
Brenton Isaacs
Hannah June
Beatrice Koka
Timothy Leiser
Lauren McAnally
Casey Plach
Timothy Reardanz
Genyl Rufino
Tiara Smith
Martijn Van Dooren
Arica Williams

W.E. Schultz Award for Excellence in Media Management
Jeff Neukom

Harvey Beutner Award for Journalistic Excellence
Anna Lowenthal

Lucero Sanchez
Rachael Schamberger
Kyla Thomas

Omicron Delta Epsilon
National scholastic honorary for students of economics
Laura Brady
Thomas Floyd
Yizhe Gao
Tyler Hatcher
Michael Hennel
Landon Hoffman
Ene Ikpebe
Brigitta Jakob
Maxwell Leonard
Licen Liu
Matthew Mardis
Stephanie McAtee
Megan Nelson
Chi Nguyen
Tung Nguyen
Karen Silverman
Tyler Stacey
Daniel Truesdale
Bram Warshawsky
Cody Williamson
Natalie Witter
Junru Zhao

Phi Alpha Theta
National history honor society
Austin Aldag
Lindsey Alpert
Robert Gilbert
Phi Beta Delta
Honor society for International scholars
Olive-Kemi Adeleye
Meridith Beird
Abby Boggs
Rebecca Fiedler
Lydia Hartlaub
Ene Ikpebe
Anna Leeson
Sophia Li
Qiija Liu
Grace McCarten
Meaghan Mormann
Chi Nguyen
Emily Shankar
Gracie Van Spankeren
Emma Vander Woude
Jessica White
Miranda Wilson
Anqi Zhang
Kaitlyn Zieman

Phi Sigma Tau
International honor society for philosophers
Nick Bates
Nicholas Berardelli
August Hozie
Sen Wang

Pi Delta Phi
National French language and literature honor society
Olive-Kemi Adelaye
Victoria Bauer
Meridith Beird
Emily Brown
Lucy Bullock
Brigid Crawford
Jacob Holm
Netherland Joiner
Molly Johnson
Melissa Mariotti
Gracie Van Spankeren

Pi Kappa Lambda
National music honor society
Hannah Eby
Gregory Goeden
Matthew Mason
Luke McLoughlin
Sarah Muehlbauer
Samuel Mullooly
Cathryn Volk

Pi Mu Epsilon
National mathematics honor society
John Blumenreich
Alexandra Bursiede
Kyle Connour
Kimberly Diller
Derek England
Jill Harmon
Natalie Hoijer
August Hozie
Steven Lachowski
Qiija Liu
Sydney Muchnik
Megan Nelson
Tung Nguyen
Christine Peterson
Krystal Randazzo
Anqi Zhang

Pi Sigma Alpha
National honorary society for the study of politics and government
Austin Aldag
Sarah Bergman
Stephanie Carlson
Kevin Gordon
Molly Johnson
Nicole Jojovicovic
Michael Kistner
John Marren
Maggie Zeisset

Psi Chi
National honorary for psychology students
Stephanie AuBuchon
Carissa Ball
Mark Curtis
Dung Do
Jessica Edwards
Ethan Fischer
Ethan Gelke
Robert Gilbert
Nicole Greenhill
Tanya Gupta
Alycia Klika
Jennifer Knowles
Jessica Kraut
Chengliang Luo
Morgan Meyer
Nicole Nelson
Broanna Piro
Emily Powers
Heather Prasse
Amelia Smith
Jessica White
Alex Zappavigna

Sigma Delta Pi
National Hispanic honor society for exemplary Spanish majors
Olivia Anderson
Carissa Ball
Jessica Beringer
Nathaniel Douglas
Hannah Eby
Lizbeth García
Madeline Minogue
Meaghan Mormann
Christine Peterson
Emily Powers
Kathryn Rothas
Emily Shankar

Sigma Tau Delta
International honor society for students of English
Olivia Anderson
Elaine Coppe
Kristina Dehlin
Hannah Dhue
Rachel Doose
Lisa Elleson
Lauren Estes
Kristen Grisamore
Lydia Hartlaub
Erica Kucharski
Luke McLoughlin
Kaitlin McManus
Jeff Neukom
Kyle O’Daniel
Tia Patsavas
Danielle Pruger
Joseph Ruskey
Kinzie Schweigert
Iris Sowlat
Michael Wettengel
Michelle Wong
Maggie Zeisset

Sigma Theta Tau
International honor society for nursing
Alexandra Bantz
Sarah Belcher
Ahnalieza Brill
Madeline Cahill
Lauren Casey
Austin Charlet
Lizbeth Garcia
Jordan Harding
Abigail Hertz
Nicolette Larsen
Gisel Lopez
Karen Matkovich
Shannen McCRory
Megan Murgatroyd
Callie Phipps
Rachel Rotramel
Daisy Sajuan
Sarah Sandmann
Mary Kate Schmidt
Brittany Sherman
Karolina Sierzputowska
Natalie Statham
Rachael Stevenson
Ashley Tegge
Sarah Van Zee
**Upsilon Pi Epsilon**  
National honorary for the computing sciences  
Jeremy Albert  
Nicole Ciemniak  
Cale Sennett  
Thomas Simmons

***

**STUDENT SENATE**  
**2015**

**Officers**
President  
Jake Thaker  
Vice President  
Ashley Spain  
Treasurer  
Duc Nguyen  
Chief of Staff  
Lane Bennett

**Commissioners**
Media  
Tina Brkovic  
University Events  
Tyler Casebolt  
Inclusion & Awareness  
Emani Johnson  
Civic Engagement  
Crystal Ocampo

**Media**
Argus Editor  
Anna Lowenthal  
WESN Manager  
Ayethaw Tun  
Titan TV Manager  
Kathy Tun  
Ashley Wilson Award for Argus Staffer of the Year  
Anna Lowenthal

**Chairpersons, Special Campus Events**
Special Campus Events  
Rachel Bear  
Homecoming  
Rachel Bear  
Leeza Kennedy  
Kimberly Mensah  
Timothy Reardanz  
Jake Sloan  
Ashley Spain  
Family Weekend  
Tyler Casebolt  
Amy DeBoer  
Patrick Domke  
Yemaya Jennings  
Shannon Maloney  
Madeline Savin  
Sneha Subramanian

**Senator of the Year**  
**Fall 2014**  
Elizabeth Hasslett

***

**MEN’S VARSITY ATHLETICS**

**Most Valuable Players**
Baseball 2014  
Robert Czarnowski  
Jonathan Frericks  
Basketball  
Dylan Overstreet  
Cross Country  
Nolan Tweedy  
Football  
Defense:  
Sean Garvey  
Offense:  
Arthur Checchin  
Golf 2014  
Kenneth Wienckowski  
Lacrosse 2014  
Michael Julius  
Soccer  
Colin Rathe  
Swimming  
Victor Lugg  
Tennis 2014  
Alex George  
Track 2014  
Nathan Evans

**Team Captains**
Baseball  
Jonathan Frericks  
Jeffrey Johnson  
Basketball  
Dylan Overstreet  
Patrick Sodemann  
Cross Country  
Carl Anderson  
David McGrath  
Tyler Peterson  
Football  
Jeffrey Jerome  
Connor Klein  
Niail Mulcahy  
John Worley  
Golf  
Gabriel Aprati  
Austin Craig  
Lacrosse  
Michael Julius  
Steven Laduzinsky  
Joshua Rhodes  
Soccer  
John Pisani  
Colin Rathe  
Swimming  
Victor Lugg  
Tennis  
Aaron Guenther  
Track  
Joseph Pacione  
Aaron Smith  
Jeffrey Toraason

***

**WOMEN’S VARSITY ATHLETICS**

**Most Valuable Players**
Basketball  
Kasey Reaber  
Cross Country  
Kelsey Buerger  
Golf 2014  
Katelyn Klosterman  
Soccer  
Julie Govedarica  
Mary Kate Schmidt  
Softball 2014  
Molly McCready  
Sara Rogers  
Swimming  
Kirsten Slaughter  
Track 2014  
Allison Boudreau  
Netherland Joiner  
Tennis  
Brianna Dao  
Volleyball  
Kyleigh Block  
Madelyn Greybar
**Team Captains**

**Basketball**
Emily Beoletto  
Kasey Reaber  

**Cross Country**
Kelsey Buerger  
Margaret DeMaegd  
Erin McCarey

**Golf**
Michelle Schoch  
Karson Taphorn

**Soccer**
Julie Govedarica  
Brianna Siebert

**Swimming**
Lauren Dineen-Griffin  
Kirsten Slaughter

**Tennis**
Brianna Dao  
Johanna Linman

**Track**
Carmin Beck  
Allison Boudreau  
Alexis Sampson

**Volleyball**
Madelyn Greybar  
Colleen Rynne  
Kinzie Schweigert
PAST HONOREES
FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE

1960  William T. Beadles, Insurance
1961  Wayne W. Wantland, Biology
1962  R. Dwight Drexler, Piano
1963  Elizabeth H. Oggel, English
1964  Rupert Kilgore, Art
1965  Dorothea S. Franzen, Biology
1966  Joseph H. Meyers, English
1967  Marie J. Robinson, Speech
1968  Bunyon H. Andrew, History
1969  Wendell W. Hess, Chemistry
1970  Jerry Stone, Religion
1971  Doris C. Meyers, Philosophy
1972  John Ficca, Drama
1973  Robert Burda, English
1974  Max A. Pape, Sociology
1975  Lucile Klauser, Education
1976  R. Bedford Watkins, Jr., Music
1977  Harvey F. Beutner, English
1978  Frank D. Starkey, Chemistry
1979  Fred B. Brian, Art
1980  Sammye Crawford Greer, English
1981  Jerry M. Israel, History
1982  John D. Heyl, History
1983  J. Robert Hippensteele, Biology
1984  Larry M. Colter, Philosophy
1985  Sue Ann Huseman, French
1986  Bruce B. Criley, Biology
1987  Michael B. Young, History
1988  Emily Dunn Dale, Sociology
1989  Pamela Buchanan Muirhead, English
1990  Thomas A. Griffiths, Biology
1991  Robert C. Bray, English
1992  John D. Wenum, Political Science
1993  Mona J. Gardner, Business Administration
1994  Paul E. Bushnell, History
1995  James D. Matthews, French
1996  Kathleen O’Gorman, English
1997  Jared Brown, Theatre Arts
1998  W. Michael Weis, History
1999  Michael C. Seeborg, Economics
2000  Teodora O. Amoloza, Sociology
2001  Carole A. Myscofski, Religion
2002  Tari Renner, Political Science
2003  Carolyn Nadeau, Hispanic Studies
2004  James Plath, English
2005  Christopher Prendergast, Sociology
2006  Mary Ann Bushman, English
2007  James P. Sikora, Sociology
2008  Marina Balina, Russian Studies
2009  Jonathan Dey, Biology
2010  Wes Chapman, English
2011  Dan Terkla, English
2012  William Munro, Political Science
2013  Narendra Jaggi, Physics
2014  Rebecca Roesner, Chemistry